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Abstract

This paper describes our Korean-English cross-
language information retrieval system for NTCIR-4.
Our system is based on a query translation approach
with a bilingual dictionary and co-occurrence infor-
mation between English terms in English corpus. In
this year, we have focused on translation of unknown
words. We have expanded the existing bilingual dictio-
nary by gathering some of the Korean-English trans-
lation pairs for Korean words from Web manually. For
other unknown not contained in the expanded bilin-
gual dictionary, we automatically transliterated into
English using pre-constructed mapping table. Some
issues for processing Korean queries and documents
are also described, such as identification of Korean
phrases. On evaluation collections for NTCIR-4, per-
formance of our system is 30.25% for description
query type, 33.33% for title query type, and 32.47%
for combination query type of description and nar-
rative in relax scoring. Post-submission experiments
show that our expanded dictionary and transliteration
mechanism improve the performance of our system.
Keywords: Korean-English cross-language infor-
mation retrieval, query translation, transliteration,
Korean-English Dictionary

1 Introduction

We participated in Korean-English cross-language
information retrieval(CLIR) task of NTCIR-4 work-
shop. We adopted a query-translation approach using
a bilingual dictionary, because the approach is known
to be very simple and effective. Among several issues
in the query translation approach, we focused on trans-
lation of unknown word, which is one of the major rea-
sons to drop down performance of CLIR systems. In
order to reduce the problem of unknown words, we ex-
panded our bilingual dictionary by collecting transla-
tion information of unknown words from Web, and au-
tomatically transliterated the unknown words that are

not still registered in our dictionary into English. In
Korean-English CLIR, to handle Korean queries be-
come another issue. We describe a mechanism to ex-
tract Korean query terms from Korean queries by con-
sidering characteristics of Korean.

This paper is organized as follows: Next section de-
scribes our query translation method including bilin-
gual dictionary, transliteration method for unknown
words, query term extraction and translation equiva-
lent selection. Section 3 presents a document retrieval
method and a query expansion method. In Section 4,
we show our official results in NTCIR-4 and analyze
failures of our system. In Section 5, post-submission
experiments are presented for the effectiveness of our
dictionary and our transliteration method. Finally, we
conclude and describe our future works in Section 6.

2 Query Translation

2.1 Bilingual Dictionary Expansion

CLIR system only based on a bilingual dictio-
nary requires the perfect dictionary, which contains all
query terms in a query and their translation equiva-
lents. However, it is impossible to obtain such dictio-
nary since a huge number of words newly spring up
day by day in the real world.

For this reason, we cannot avoid unknown word
problem in the CLIR system based on the bilingual
dictionary. The unknown words in a query cannot be
translated properly by the system. It makes the perfor-
mance of CLIR system get lower than that of single
language information retrieval (SLIR) systems.

In order to reduce the problem of unknown words,
we collected translation information of unknown
words from Web manually, and added them to our
general-purpose dictionary. Thus our dictionary con-
tains 34,122 new entries, whose types are Korean
place name, company name, country name, person
name, pet name, street name, person name in Bible,
place name in Bible, medical terminology, vegetable
name and so on. Table 1 presents some examples.
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Table 1. Examples of Additional Entries
word type examples

Korean place � ������ -Taejon, ��
	�� -Jongro
company ��������� -Samsung, ������ -Yahoo
country ���� ��! ��" -Gambia
person #�"�$ !&%('� -Ryan, )*,+.-� -Morgan
pet #�"&/10� -raven, � /10� -robin
place in Bible 24365798�:;=<?>@ -Jerusalem
person in Bible ���BAC D -Jacob, EFHG " -Judas
medical science AC IKJLNM(OP -Osteomyelitis
vegetable QSRT ��UTWV ! -lettuce, X1"ZY[ \^] ! -Parsley

Entries in our dictionary have pairs of Korean terms
and their English translations. Korean terms are ones
of Korean morphemes, eojeols, and phrases. In Ko-
rean, a morpheme is a basic unit with meaning, an eo-
jeol is composed of several morphemes, and a phrase
is composed of several eojeols or morphemes.

2.2 Unknown Word Transliteration

There are still unknown words for our expanded
dictionary. Hence, some techniques are required to
translate the unknown words. A well-known technique
is to transliterate the unknown words into document
language, in Korean-English CLIR, into English. We
also adopted the transliteration approach, and devel-
oped one mechanism.

Before describing our transliteration mechanism,
we must explain characteristics of Korean on the
transliteration. Korean language is a phonetic lan-
guage, and one syllable represents one sound. For ex-
ample, Korean word ” _a`cbdfehgi ” consists of three syl-
lables, ” _a` ”, ” bd ”, and ”

ehgi ”, and each syllable is pro-
nounced ”seo”, ”hee”, and ”cheol”, respectively. Since
we can map each syllable to its corresponding English
string, all the unknown words also can be transliterated
into English if we have such a mapping table.

For the automatic transliteration for Korean un-
known words, we have used a large mapping table
between Korean syllables and their English translit-
erations, which contains 2,350 Korean syllables1 and
their English transliterations. Each syllable has 1.83
English transliterations on average, since some sylla-
bles can be transliterated in several English strings.

With the mapping table, unknown words are
transliterated by combining with every English
transliterations of Korean syllables in the words. Table
2 shows one example for Korean unknown word ” ��"&j !k " ”, which consists of three syllables, ” ��" ”, ” j ! ”, and
”
k " ”. Each syllable has 2, 5, and 1 English transliter-

1Among several coding systems for Korean, KSC5601-1987
Wansung code consists of these 2,350 syllables, which can repre-
sent most Korean words.

Table 2. Example : Transliteration of Ko-
rean Unknown Word

Kor. word ��"Zj ! k "
mapping ��" - A, Ah
table j ! - Key, Ci, Ki, Ky, Cyk " - Ta
Transliteration AKeyTa, ACiTa, AKiTa,

AKyTa, ACyTa
AhKeyTa, AhCiTa, AhKiTa,
AhKyTa, AhCyTa

ations respectively, and 10 English transliterations are
made for the words ” ��"&j ! k " ”.

Unlike other transliteration techniques resulting in
just one transliteration for one word, our technique
generates all the candidate transliterations. The candi-
date transliterations for unknown words are regarded
as the translation equivalents of the unknown words
in the following query term translation phase, and the
most probable transliteration is selected in the phase.
For instance, 10 candidate transliterations in Table 2
are regarded as translation equivalents of ” ��"Zj ! k " ”
and are transferred to the query term translation phase.

2.3 Query Term Translation

In order to translate query terms in queries, our sys-
tem firstly identifies the query terms from queries, sec-
ondly collects translation equivalents of query terms
by looking up a bilingual dictionary or by transliterat-
ing the unknown word query terms, and finally trans-
lates the query terms into English by selecting the most
probable translation equivalents.

As described in the section 2.1, entries of our bilin-
gual dictionary contain Korean morphemes, eojeols,
and phrases. Hence, the query terms must be one of
three types in order to get translation equivalents of
them.

Before extracting query terms, we must consider
structures of Korean sentences(or queries). A Korean
sentence is composed of several eojeols, which are di-
vided by blanks, and a Korean query is the same be-
cause a query is a kind of a sentence. Eojeols are
composed of one or more morphemes, but there are
not blanks between morphemes in an eojeol. Korean
phrases consist of several eojeols or morphemes. Ta-
ble 3 shows a Korean example sentence, where POS
tag N is noun, V is verb, P is particle, E is ending and
S is symbol. The table shows that an eojeol ” lnmoqpars 2ut ”
consists of two morphemes, ” lnmovpars ” and ” 2ut ”, and a
phrase ” whxy lnmovpars ” consists of one eojeol ” whxy ” and one
morpheme ” lnmovpars ” of an eojeol ” lnmoqpars 2ut ”.

Among a morpheme, an eojeol, and a phrase, a



Table 3. Components of a Korean sentence
Sentence � !�� " whxy lnmovpars 2ut � ������	��
��� 2ut��� � ������� � _a`��� ����� "!# � G " .
Eojeol(Morpheme/POS) � !�� " ( � !�� " /N), whxy ( whxy /N), lnmoqpars 2ut ( lnmovpars /N, 2ut /P),

� ������ ( � � � " /V, $ /E), ��
�%� 2ut ( ��
�%� /N, 2ut /P), �� � ���� ( �� � � " /V, $ /E),�� � _a`��� � ( �� � _a` /N, �� � /P), ��� "!# � G " .( ��� /V, !# � G " /E ./S)
Phrase whxy lnmovpars

phrase consists of the largest number of morphemes
and so has the least number of translation equivalents,
while morpheme has the most number of translation
equivalents. Hence, it is desirable to identify Korean
phrases firstly, eojeols secondly and morphemes fi-
nally as query terms.

In order to identify Korean phrases at queries which
exist in the dictionary, eojeols in queries must be
segmented into morphemes since phrases can con-
sist of several morphemes as well as eojeols. For
the sake of eojeol segmentation, we adopted a Ko-
rean part-of-speech(POS) tagger[2], which segments
eojeols into morphemes and assigns the morphemes to
POSs. After eojeol segmentation, phrases are identi-
fied by phrase patterns in Table 4. Due to complexity,
we assumed that phrases consist of maximum two eo-
jeols. Priority in the table means the order of each
pattern that is applied to phrase extraction. In other
words, ”eojoel + eojeol” pattern whose priority is 1 is
firstly applied, and if the pattern succeeds to identify a
phrase, other patterns are not applied. Otherwise, next
pattern ”morpheme+eojeol” is applied. The number of
morpheme in each pattern decides the priority, and the
first pattern ”eojeol+eojeol” has the largest number of
morphemes in usual. In the table, there is a Korean
phrase ” &('��)+*-,P%.�/0 ”, which is in the bilingual dictio-
nary and means ”information retrieval”. The phrase is
extracted by the pattern eojeol(” &('�%) ”) + eojeol(” *-,P.�/0 ”) from ” � !�12 	 p435 &('�%)6*-,P%.�/0 ”, and by the pattern eo-
jeol(” &('�%) ”)+morpheme(” *-,P%.�/0 ”) from ” � !�12 	 p435 &('��)*-,P%.�/087� � ” and so on.

Korean eojeols are extracted easily because they
are divided by blanks. Among eojeols in queries, the
eojeols that exist in the bilingual dictionary but are
not components of phrase query terms are selected as
query terms. For example, from ” � !�12 	 p435 &('��)9*-,P�.�/0 ”,
an eojeol ” � !�12 	 p435 ” is identified as a query terms, but
” &('��) ” and ” *-,P%.�/0 ” are not identified because they are
components of a phrase query term ” &('��):*-,P%.�/0 ”.

Finally, morpheme query terms are identified.
Among morphemes in queries, the morphemes whose
POSs are nouns are selected. Unlike phrase query
terms and eojeol query terms, morpheme query terms
do not have to be headwords in the dictionary since
unknown morphemes are transliterated.

When query terms are identified, our system col-
lects translation equivalents of the query terms and
selects just one translation equivalent per each query

term. To do that, we adopted mutual information be-
tween translation equivalents, and chose one transla-
tion equivalent with the highest score per each query
term. The score of a translation equivalent is calcu-
lated as:

;=<�>4?A@�BDCE@4FHGJI KMLON PQR(SUTWV RJXS F
Y[Z]\E^`_baQ
c�SdT8egf BDCE@4FhG�ijCE@ R(c L

N PQR(SUTWV RJXS F
Y[Z]\E^`_baQ
c�SdT

k ?JB`CE@=FhGmlnCE@ R=c Lk ?JBDCE@ FhG L k ?JB`CE@ R=c L
where ;=<�>4?A@�B`CE@ FhG I KoL is the score of the j-th translation
equivalent of the i-th query term given a query K , p
is the number of query terms in the query K , q B`r4C R L
is the number of translation equivalents of the x-th
query term r4C R , egf B`CE@ FhG ijCE@ R=c L is the mutual infor-
mation value between CE@ FhG and CE@ R=c 2,

k ?JBDCE@ FhG ljCE@ R=c L
is the probability that CE@ FhG and CE@ R=c cooccur in the
same sentences, and

k ?�B`CE@ FHG L is the probability of CE@ FhG .
The values of probabilities are obtained from the En-
glish target documents. When more than two transla-
tion equivalents have the same highest score, our sys-
tem randomly selected just one translation equivalent
among them.

There are English words or numbers in some
queries, which exist in the relevant documents usually.
Hence, we add English words and numbers in source
queries to translated queries.

3 Document Retrieval and Query Expan-
sion

3.1 Document Retrieval

In order to retrieve English documents using En-
glish translated queries, we used Okapi BM25[4],
which is one of the most successful techniques in an
information retrieval. The values of parameters for
BM25 are set to k1 = 20, b = 0.75, and k3 = 1000. All
terms except stopwords in documents and in queries
are used in BM25 after stemmed by a Porter stemmer.

2Mutual information value is calculated with two translation
equivalents stemmed by a Porter stemmer.



Table 4. Patterns for Korean Phrase : an example phrase is " &('�%) *-,P%.�/0 "
pattern priority example for pattern

eojeol+eojeol 1 � !�12 	 p435 &('�%):*-,P�.�/0
eojeol+morpheme 2 � !�12 	 p435 &('�%)9*-,P%.�/0 7� �
morpheme+eojeol 3 � !�12 	 p435 &('��):*-,P%.�/0
morpheme+morpheme 4 � !�12 	 p435 &('�%) *-,P�.�/0 7� �

3.2 Query Expansion

Query expansion is well known to improve the per-
formance of CLIR system. There are two types of
query expansion in CLIR: one is pre-translation query
expansion and the other is post-translation query ex-
pansion. Pre-translation query expansion adds addi-
tional terms to a source query before a query trans-
lation phase, while post-translation query expansion
adds additional terms to a translated query after a
query translation phase. The additional terms by pre-
translation query expansion are helpful to translate the
source query into a document language correctly, and
the additional terms by post-translation query expan-
sion are helpful to retrieve the relevant documents.
Some previous papers[1][5] showed that both types of
query expansion are useful for CLIR.

For the query expansion, pseudo-relevance feed-
back measure of Okapi BM25 was adopted. The terms
in top 10 documents retrieved by BM25 are sorted
according to their relevance weight, the terms whose
weights are larger than 0 and in top 10. The relevance
weight of terms is calculated as[4]:��� B`CjL N ? ^�� >�� �p ^
	 � >�� � �? ^��	 � >���� (1)

where
��� B`CjL is the relevance weight of the term C , �

is the total number of the relevant documents(In this
paper, R is set to 10), ? ^ is the number of the relevant
documents in which the term C occurs,

�
is the size

of the collection, p ^ is the number of the documents
which contain the term C , and � is the size of the vo-
cabulary. The argument of the second logarithm is the
number of ways we can choose ? ^ from

�
, and is cal-

culated as ������ � Z ��� ��� a � .
For the pseudo-relevance feedback, document col-

lections are required. For pre-translation query ex-
pansion, Chosunilbo and Hankookilbo collection are
used as Korean collections, which are evaluation doc-
ument collections for NTCIR-4. In Korean document
retrieval, only nominal words are used as query terms
or document terms, which Korean POS tagger or a
noun-extractor[3] can identify. A noun extractor ex-
tracts only nominal words in a sentence, while a POS
tagger assigns all words to a POS and identifies the
nominal words with the POS information. In NTCIR-
3, we had compared these two tools in English-Korean

CLIR task and had observed that the contributions
of two tools are similar. In NTCIR-4, we used a
noun-extractor instead of POS tagger, since the noun-
extractor is faster than the POS tagger.

For post-translation query expansion, English tar-
get document collections for Korean-English CLIR in
NTCIR-4 are used. Document retrieval model is the
same as the model in Section 3.1.

4 Official Results and Failure Analysis

We have submitted three CLIR runs:� KUNLP-K-E-T-01(hereafter KET01) : a run us-
ing a Korean title field to retrieve English docu-
ments.� KUNLP-K-E-D-02(hereafter KED02) : a run us-
ing a Korean description field to retrieve English
documents� KUNLP-K-E-DN-03(hereafter KEDN03) : a run
using both Korean description and Korean narra-
tive fields to retrieve English documents.

Table 5 presents our official results, and also the results
of the single language information retrieval(SLIR)
system for comparison purposes:� EET : a run using a English title field to retrieve

English documents.� EED : a run using a English description field to
retrieve English documents.� EEDN : a run using both English description and
English narrative fields to retrieve English docu-
ments.

The SLIR system is the same model as English doc-
ument retrieval of CLIR system(Section 3.1), includ-
ing the query expansion mechanism. We evaluated the
SLIR system after submitting the official runs.

Table 5 shows that performance of our CLIR sys-
tem is not as high as that of SLIR system. We have an-
alyzed some queries with lower precision than SLIR,
and found some reasons: problems of bilingual dictio-
nary, problem of transliteration, and problem of POS
tagging.



Table 6. Unknown words in queries
query ID query topic unknown Korean word

003 Embryonic Stem Cells � � ��" (Embryonic)
011 Tiananmen Event, Global Signing Movement ������	�
 �� � (Tiananmen)
028 Self-Defense Force, Amendment, Law ��"�� � � (Self-Defense Force)
041 Cellular Phone, Internet, Service ���������� � (cellular phone)
057 Daily Life, Environmentally Friendly ������� � *! � &�"# (Environmentally Friendly)

Table 5. Official Results and results of
single language information retrieval

relax rigid
run avg. P. R-prec. avg. P. R-prec.
KET01 0.3333 0.3507 0.2382 0.2574
EET 0.4151 0.4267 0.3306 0.3442
KED02 0.3025 0.3252 0.2250 0.2385
EED 0.3974 0.4185 0.3144 0.3252
KEDN03 0.3247 0.3492 0.2637 0.2869
EEDN 0.4151 0.4687 0.3306 0.3907

4.1 Problems of Bilingual Dictionary

Though our dictionary was expanded with addi-
tional information in order to reduce unknown words,
there are still unknown words in queries. Since some
unknown words represents key point of queries, and
cannot be translated correctly by any transliteration
mechanism, the unknown words bring about very se-
rious problem in CLIR system. Table 6 shows queries
with low precision due to the unknown words. In the
table, for example, query 011 is related to ”Tianan-
men event” but our dictionary does not provide any
translation information of ” ������	�
 �� � ”, which is Korean
translation equivalent of ”Tiananmen”.

In addition to the unknown words, there are some
words that our bilingual dictionary does not contain
proper translation equivalents. ” $ � ��UT ” in query 0193

means ”incidents at sea”, but the translation equiva-
lents related to the meaning do not exist in our dic-
tionary. Also ” %& '�(!) ” in query 0304 must be trans-
lated as ”cloning”, but the dictionary does not contain
”cloning” as a translation equivalent of ” %& '�(!) ”.

4.2 Problem of Transliteration Method

We transliterated unknown words into English.
However, our transliteration method suggested incor-

3Korean query is ” *+ ,.-0/214357698: , ;�<>=@?: , ACBED>FG ” and it means ”Inter-
national incidents at Sea”.

4Korean query is ” HI J7KL M , NO P -0/2Q>R9SL M ” and it means ”Animal
Cloning Technique”.

rect transliterations occasionally. Table 7 shows the
queries with low precision due to the incorrect translit-
erations. Transliteration errors result from the lack
of mapping information between Korean syllables and
their English transliterations. For example, ” TVU� ” in
” W* TVU� ” of query 006 does not have English translit-
eration ”dan” and ” X� ” in ” X�ZY4[\ X� ” of query 051 does
not contain English transliteration ”th”. If this map-
ping information is added to our mapping table, the
transliteration errors will be reduced.

4.3 Problem of Korean Part-of-Speech Tag-
ger

Korean part-of-speech(POS) tagger identifies mor-
phemes in queries in our system. Errors of POS tagger
have bad effects on the query term extraction, and that
problem is propagated next phases. There are some
queries with low precision due to errors of POS tag-
ger.

” ]^`_7a �
 ” in query 011 is a proper noun in Korean,
but POS tagger splits it into two morphemes ” ]^`_ ” and
”
a �
 ”. The problem is that ” ]^`_7a �
 ” represents different

thing from ” ]^`_ ” and ”
a �
 ”. That is to say, ” ]^`_7a �
 ” in-

dicates a person name, while ” ]^`_ ” means a king, and
”
a �
 ” means a platform. ” bc �ed "2fg ” in query 012 in-

dicates a name of a japanese person, ”Kurosawa”, but
it is splitted into ” bc � ”, ” d " ” and ” fg ” by POS tag-
ger. Hence out system extracts incorrect query terms,
and thus translate the query incorrectly. ” ����ih7Zj>kl ” in
query 045 is also splitted into ” ����.h7 ” and ” j>kl ” by POS
tagger. though it consists of two morphemes ” ���� ” and
” h7Zj>kl ”. ” ����.h7 ” is a unknown word and ” j>kl ” means
”row”, while ” ���� ” means ”sex” and ” h7mj>kl ” means
”disgraceful conduct”.

5 Post-submission Experiments

After submitting our runs, we have tried to find
how much our expanded bilingual dictionary and our
transliteration method improve the performance of
CLIR system.



Table 7. Examples of incorrect transliteration
query ID transliterated word correct transliteration incorrect transliteration

002 ���� ! ������
Jonnie Walker JoNiWoeCeo, JoNiWoeKeo, ...

006 W* TVU� Jordan Jordon, Jodeon, ...
013 	�
 $ ! W* Keizo Kericho, Keleecho, ...
051 X�ZY4[\ X� stealth Stels, Seutels, ...

Table 8. Effectiveness of expanded bilin-
gual dictionary on relax relevance

query Dict Exp. Dict
type avg. P. R-prec. avg. P. R-prec.
title 0.2690 0.2944 0.3330 0.3507
desc. 0.2595 0.2879 0.3025 0.3252
d + n 0.3062 0.3316 0.3247 0.3492

5.1 Effectiveness of the expanded bilingual
dictionary

In this experiment, we try to observe how much the
additional information about the proper nouns and ter-
minologies in a specific domain improve the perfor-
mance of our CLIR system. For the comparison, we
performed the experiments with and without the addi-
tional information. Table 8 shows the results, where
”Dict” means the general-purpose dictionary without
the additional information, and ”Exp. Dict” means
our expanded dictionary with the additional informa-
tion. ”d+n” in query type indicates that both descrip-
tion field and narrative field are used as a query. In
the table, it is observed that the additional informa-
tion is useful, particularly for title query type. It seems
that unknown words have fatal effects on document re-
trieval of short queries.

5.2 Effectiveness of Transliteration

In this experiment, we observed the contribution of
the transliteration technique to CLIR. Table 9 shows
the results, where ”w/o transliteration” represents
the results without transliteration phase, and ”with
transliteration” represents the results with translitera-
tion phase. ”d+n” in query type indicates that both de-
scription field and narrative field are used as a query.
The performance is improved slightly when using
transliteration.

6 Conclusions and Future works

We described our system for Korean-English CLIR
in NTCIR-4, which is the best system in the task,

Table 9. Effectiveness of Transliteration
on Relax relevance

query w/o transliteration with transliteration
type avg. P. R-prec. avg. P. R-prec.
title 0.3332 0.3518 0.3330 0.3507
desc. 0.2912 0.3116 0.3025 0.3252
d + n 0.3112 0.3370 0.3247 0.3492

though only two teams participated in the task. Our
system is based on a query translation approach,
and uses an expanded bilingual dictionary and adopts
transliteration mechanism in order to translate un-
known words.

Our system extracts query terms considering the
characteristics of Korean language, which is an agglu-
tinative language, and where eojeols consist of several
morphemes and are divided by blanks in sentences,
and phrases consist of several morphemes or eojeols.
In order to extract query terms, our system identifies
morphemes by Korean part-of-speech tagger, eojeols
by blanks, and phrase with some patterns.

We have evaluated our expanded bilingual dictio-
nary and transliteration mechanism after submitting
our official runs, and observed that the additional in-
formation in our dictionary is very useful, particularly
in short queries and the transliteration mechanism is
also useful though the rate of improvement is not high.

In the based of failure analyses, we will improve
our system by using several bilingual dictionaries to
reduce the problem of unknown words, and by expand-
ing the mapping table for a transliteration to generate
the correct transliteration.
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